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The Notebook continues to expend its service to institutions of

learning,'s.hool districts, state departments of educat ion,

f.:.Ied projects, and individuals by providing information about de-

veaupmehtal work, activities, materials, and an examinaIibn of issues

and ideas. The Notebook now reaches Australia, Europe, Latr America,

Samoa, Guam, and Turkey in addition to locations in most of the states.

'Wo5;c has been reported from Seattle, Washington, to Tampa, Florida;

From Glendale and the U. of S. C. in California to Queen's College,

New York and Burlington, Vermont; from Minneapclis to Corpus°Christf

and New Oileans. The problems and the focus of work are surprisingly

similar and complementaey, and the editorial board and the directots

hope that each perSon will share information, ideas, data, and materi-
-,.

-A-als through. the Notebook as one means of strengthening the 'quality of

programs everywhere.
4
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This issue contains the annual addition to the annotated biblio-

g-aphy begun in Vol. 1, an editorial by Tom Brown and Lloyd Mcneari,

an article by Alf Langland on new -credentialing standards in the State

of Washington, and the Notes of Interest section.
"V.

The Notebook welcomes your inquiries, reactions, and'contribu-
,

tions.
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TOwARD A CLEARER DEFINITtON OF COMPETENCY
AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF COMNTENCY DEFINITION

ToM brown and Lloyd McCleary
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within fhe past fhe yeIrs speculation, analysis, andsome developmental
worK have taken on the tone That professional training-programs can be pore pre-

.,

,isely defined through what has come to be called the competency- based' approach.
A variety of prescriptions abo%t what a competency-based apprilith entails are

some;:roninent in the literature, and se critiques of the movemen in general have
J',-.i.eared (Harry broudy, AACTE, and Ralph Tyler, Kappan). McCleary has written
1:out what it is not, (CCBC Notebook), and Ian Bryant, among others, has attacked
the notion that behavioral-type objectives shOuld be the basis of program defini-
*Irr (NSPI Newsletter). The Notebook has consistently, I think, taken the edifo-

. vial position that serious an3TVD-777f purposes (objectives), processes, and con-
tert is needed aro that any efforts that begin with competency statements, be-
^;viJrally stated or otherwise, are likely to lead to faulty program development.
1-c,e01, many efforts appear to begin and end With some sort of cataloging of per-

,.

f,_rmance statements with.no provision for validation, process or content considera-
tions, or program development and assessment.

The larger consiceratiors must wait for a more appropriate time and space,
reiJers are encouraged to provide that sort of analysis when they can do so

with testatle programs. aQp evidence to substantiate contentions they may wish to
rake. The work at Utah int job analysis, panel. method of competency definition,
and validation using the Quadrant Assessment Model (QAM) have been reported In
the literpture including the Notebook. The work in New York headed by Ray C.
-ethy appears to employ a defensible method for arriving at competency definition.
(oertitioation Altprrative Project In AdminiNration/9%rriculum.)

Both the Utah approach and the New York approach conceive of three levels:
,Categories or board areas of competence, molar statements that depict identifiable
lcompetencies, and then the breakdownof competency statements into technical, cop-
Lceptual, and human components. The New York group uses terms role, responsi-
bilities, and competency indicators. The second level, tt t of the molar.statem,

,meet of a competency, is the critical one. Onee a statement has been agreed upon
and valiaatec, and it has been delineated Into technical, conceptual, and human
,:omponents, the process of definition is not ended. Each component is then
specified In terms of competency indicators that connote familiarity, understand-
ing, and application levels.

Cne example of a molar' competency statement for which learning modules have
been devdloped and tested is: The instructional supervisor Oil need to be able
to help teachers prepare and use lesson plans. Technical, conceptual, and human
components were then identified at the application level.

lication Level. Persons who reach the application level are "practitioners"
n terms ol the competency; they are capable of performance that Is indicative of

s

Technical: The supervisor In training will work with supervisors on the job,

CCBC Notebook; v3 n2 pp2-4 Feb '74

thorough and easy use of a range of behaviors relating to technical, conceptual,`
and human components of that competency." An illustration of competency indicators
at the application level 'are:

-
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aiding teachers in the preparation of.lesson plans - -he will rl4e plans]
exarine and critique plans written by others, etc.

c

Conceptual: The supervisor in training 0011 prepare.analyses of lessonplans
and critique them in terms of model forms. He will relate'iltle analysis
to curriculum Improvement and to staff developmeet needs and specify the
Implications of such letivity, eta.

Human: The supervisor in training, will submit plans to criticism by teachers
and other supervisors; he will show evideqce of diagnosingand treating
problems faced by teachers in the d6velopment of such plans, etc.

understandIng,Level. At the understanding level,-one Is referring to partial
capability. Persons who reach the understanding level are those who may expect'
to practice the competency a/ some undefined future'point or have a need to have '
a areat deal of knowledceIT-Ote area as *art of supervising *lose who are
practitioners of the competency. LiSted below are three statements at the under-
stancing level which are,based :n technical, conceptual, and humao competencies:

Technical: The sipervisor an take an element of content, specify a learner
or learning group, prep Ire a lesspn plan,.anf. talk through" the lesson
or teach it.

.
4

Conceptual': The supervisor 'an analize the elements in each form of lesson
plan end critique fhem c monstrating,that he can re-combine elements
into a new fbrm, adapt onc or more forms to particular uses, and the

. like.

Human: The,,.upervisor will examine slfuaflons that I-Ilustrate how he would
1

work with teachers to 1) teach them lesson planning, 2) work with them
cooperatively it preparing. lesson plans, (role playirig,discussiOn with,

supervisors after observation, for example).

At the understanding level, further defined here as partial capability, the
learner is asked to achieve intellectual mastery of a given competency. Again,

not alt learners wouldfte expected to reach this lever unless they were or
anticipated to be in a position Of supervising practitioners In the competency
Partial competenge.at the understanding level,then, specifies celaelS nego-
tiated as "Imporfart" ir:program and In an indiv!dual's aslirations or profes-
sicnal ro14).

. .

The familiarity area is treate0ein a comparable manner, and space will.nyt
be devoted to it here. Hopefully, the point has been made that, performance
:evinition goes well beyond e simple listing ofeltems that Imply ccmpetence,

-and that after careful defibtion of competence, periodic validation of such
aefiniticrs Is required. Indeed, 'the final step whieh"appearS to be,In be=
havloral terms must be constantly prefaced with the term "Indicator oltom-
pe.tenc:e" and behavior appropriate to it not assumed to be the competence itself.

This editorial has been limited to the identification and specification of
competency. More difficult still are the assessment procedures and the program
specifications, although some excellent:wonk has been accomplished with each.
Finally, let us not stop with a program composed solely:of modules which deal
with discrete competencies. Experiences that are relatively unstructured are
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necessary for gaining perspectivv) rantom
/

reality testing, integrating and re- 2)

ti

lating exper\iences, and the Iji-ke. Compet ncy uptemenfs-may be the place to beg'in;.
but they'are only a beginning. The diffiicultAgetailed work of /prograrA construc-
tion based upon competency statements dois not in itself provide a complete pro-
gram sufficieht for the professional in education:
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